
DUTCH 

•Add "1(1)" under the 1944 column of the 2-3 Infantry row. 

FINNISH 

•Delete the word "Mountain" from the Finnish 3-3 Mountain row, and replace it with the word 
"Infantry". Accordingly, delete the word "Mountain from Finnish note (1)”. 

FRENCH 

•French note "(35)" is to read: "Set-up in Tunisia (W 0823). This fort is not removed if France is 
conquered, and if Vichy France is established." 

•Delete the "1(21)" from under the 1939 column of the 1-9-41 CL row, and add it under the 1940 
column of that row. 

•Delete the "1(21)" from under the 1939 column of the 0(2)-6-48 DD row, and add it under the 1940 
column of that row. 

•French note "(29)" is to read: "DeGaulle; Arrives (Spring)." 

GREEK 

•Greek note "(2)" is to read: "If Greece is conquered by the Axis, this unit arrives (Autumn) in any UK-
controlled hex in Egypt, if Egypt is not an Axis conquest. 

•Greek note “(4)” is to read: "Averoff. Set-up in port in Athens (E 4731)." 

NORWEGIAN 

•Add "1(4)" under the 1943 column of the 2-3 Infantry row. Accordingly, add note "(4)", which is to 
read: "If Norway is conquered by Germany, this unit arrives (Spring) in any German home city as a 
German-controlled unit." 

UNITED KINGDOM 

•Delete the "1(3)" from under the 1943 column of the 3-4 Infantry row, and add it under the 1944 
column of that row. 

•Add a 4-3 French Mountain row to the UK order-of-battle. Accordingly, under the 1942 column of that 
row, add "1(13)". 

•Delete note reference "(53)" under the 1941 column of the 4-4/2 F (Hurricane) row, and replace it 
with note reference "(5)". 

•Delete the "1(50)" from under the 1945 column of the Battleships row, and add it under the 1944 
column of that row. 

•Add a UK 4-5/4 F (Spitfire) row to the UK order-of-battle. Accordingly, under the 1944 column of that 
row, and under the 1945 column of that row, add “1” [NOTE: This game piece is to be included with 
AOI]. 



•Delete the "4" from under the 1944 column of the 4-5/3 F (Spitfire) row, and replace it with a "3". 

•Delete the "2" from under the 1945 column of the 4-5/3 F (Spitfire) row, and replace it with a "1". 

•Delete the word "depleted" from UK note "(55)". If playing a conjoined game (i.e., with the East 
African Theater), remove the 3-4 Infantry from hex E 5008, and place it in hex S 5207. 

•Add "+2 per minor partner resource hex." to the UK annual national economic point income 
tabulation. 

UNITED STATES 

•Delete the "1" from under the 1943 column of the 6-4 Mountain row, and add it under the 1944 
column of that row. 

•Delete the word "(August)" from US note "(7)", and replace it with the word "(Autumn)". 

•Add note reference "(6)" under the 1943 column of the 4-12/2 B (B-26) row. 

•Add note reference "(6)" under the 1944 column of the 4-12/2 B (B-26) row. 

•Add note reference "(6)" under the 1943 column of the 4-13/1 B (B-25) row. 

•Delete the "2(15)" from under the 1943 column of the Battleships row, and replace it with "4(15)". 
Accordingly, US note "(15)" is to read: "South Dakota; Arrives (Spring); Iowa; New Jersey; Both arrive 
(Autumn); Nevada; Arrives (Autumn) if not playing a combined game." 

•Delete the "4(16)" from under the 1944 column of the Battleships row, and replace it with "2(16)". 
Accordingly, US note "(16)" is to read: "Missouri; Wisconsin; Both arrive (Autumn)." 

SOVIET UNION 

•Delete the word "West" from Soviet note "(29)". 

•Delete the word "(La-7)" from the 4-4/2 F (La-7) row, and replace it with the word "(La-5)". 
Accordingly, Soviet note "(6)" is to read: "Also represents other various aircraft types, such as the La-
7." 

•Delete the "2" under the START column of the 9-18 B (Pe-8) row, and replace it with a "1", and add 
"1(4)(7)" under the 1943 column of that row. 

GERMAN 

•Add to the GERMAN ORDER OF BATTLE header: German units may not start "set-up" in Slovakia 
(hexes W 3133 and E 3134)." 

•The "3-3 Infantry" row (i.e., the Spanish volunteer unit) is to read: "4-3 Infantry(4)". 

•Add the word "depleted" to German note "(15)", after the word "Arrives". Delete note reference "(17)" 
from under the START column of the U-boat row. 

•Add note reference "(16)" under the 1943 column of the 6-12 B (He-111) row. 



•Add note reference "(16)" under the 1944 column of the 6-12 B (He-111) row. 

•Add the sentence: "Set-up the BB Schleswig-Holstein" in Danzig (E 3931)." to German note "(20)". 

•Delete the "3(42)" from under the START column of the HQs row, and add "2(42)" under the START 
column of that row. Accordingly, delete the word "Center" from German note "(42)". 

•Delete the "3(43)" from under the 1940 column of the HQs row, and add "5(43)" under the 1940 
column of that row. Accordingly, add the word "Afrika (Autumn)" and "Center (Autumn)" to German 
note "(43)". 

•Delete the "2(45)" from under the 1943 column of the HQs row, and add "1(45)" under the 1943 
column of that row. Accordingly, delete the words "Afrika (Autumn)" from German note "(45)". 

ITALIAN 

•Delete the sentence: "The East HQ may be set-up in any Italian controlled hex." from Italian note 
"(17)". 

•Delete the hex location "E 4927" from Italian note "(22)", and replace it with hex location "E 4926". 

 


